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Welcome back to another exciting term of fun and learning in our wonderful Nursery 
setting. Our learning begins with the question ‘What is Love? The theme of love lends 
itself to many of the aspects within the developmental areas of learning, in particular 
Personal, Social and Emotional Development, Communication and Language, 
Understanding the World and Expressive Arts and Design.  
 
The children will be invited to share their thoughts relating to the feelings of love. They 
will be encouraged to link similarities within their family experiences and explore creative 
ways to express love using colour, words and song. The children will have an opportunity 
to perform their ideas, during the last week of the term; please look at the table below for 
dates and organisation. Additional letters will be sent out, closer to the dates. 
 
The children will be introduced to some key texts, which will enable them to gain a 
greater insight into how emotions are linked to their feelings and that feelings can be 
shown in different ways. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Literacy 
The children are making amazing progress with learning their letter sounds with actions 
are beginning to recognise and link corresponding letters. This term the children will 
continue applying their literacy skills by practising  
- I Spy bags 
- Alliteration 
- Common nouns/guess the noun/ plurals 
- Syllables   
- Rhyming words 
- Coordinating conjunction; and 
- Adjectives 
- Robot arms: CVC words   
 

Communication and Language 
All of our practioners daily planning is centred on the development of children’s, 
speaking, listening and understanding and is used as the ‘vehicle’ for learning. This term 
the children will continue to 
- Build and use new vocabulary 
- Increase vocabulary for spoken sentences 
- Grammatical composition of spoken sentences including a range of tenses 
- Recall experience, facts and stories 

- Expressive use of language; key phrase in stories/ spoken thoughts 
- Understand and answer questions 
- Describe feelings/ textures/ objects 
- Positional vocabulary 
- Greater interaction for engagement whilst working with/alongside other children 
 

Maths 
The children will continue to develop their number skills using the following 
Concrete/Pictorial 
- Oral counting/ using objects of interest 
- Place value: organise Numicon into staircase formation/ order picture/ dot cards 
representing value 
- Number songs and rhymes: begin to develop less/more concept using ten bars/ pegs/ 
coat hanger; children to… 
 *explain what’s happening as objects are added; more 
 *explain what’s happening as objects are removed; less  
- Distinguish between groups of objects showing more and less  
- Exploring size concepts: measuring length/height  
- Number songs and rhymes 
- Vets/ Pet shop: playing with money/ counting coins 
Shape, Space and Measure 
- Sort/group/match/ classify objects using one/two different criteria 
- Exploring repeating patterns: 2 pattern sequences using colour/ physical actions  
- Naming/ organising shapes 2D/3D 
- Complete puzzles 
 



 
Dates for your Diary 

Special Events Dates 

Bring a Pet to School 
 

28th January - 1st February 
Parent/s and Carers are welcome to bring 
a family pet into school for their child to 
show and tell, at the beginning of each 
morning session throughout this week. 

Expressions of Love 
 

11th - 15th February 2019 
Parent/s and Carers are welcome to stay 
and watch their child perform, at the 
beginning of each morning session 
throughout this week. 

  
 

 


